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Introduction

Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) is a major threat to European swine production and Italian pig industry.

Viral evolution analysis in terms of genetic variability over time and space is one of the challenging issue in the PRRSV control mostly in swine production area characterized by high pig density, fragmentation of the production chain and lack of high biosecurity levels.

The existence of a well structured multisites production system (MPS), settled in such epidemiological scenario, is a good opportunity to investigate PRRSV epidemiology, the stability of endemic strains over time and sites and efficacy of the biosecurity standards to prevent introduction of new variants.

Material & Methods

Totally 726 ORF7 sequences were obtained from samples collected between 2004 and 2017 from 116 farms, belonging to 15 MPS located in Northern Italy. Genetic variability was evaluated both globally and at MPS and year level. Additionally, the presence and directionality of significant viral flow among MPS and production phases (i.e. farrowing, nursery and finishing) were evaluated using a phylodynamic approach.

Results

Italian PRRSV strains demonstrate a remarkable genetic variability in the ORF7 gene (p-distance mean = 0.084; range 0-0.193; 5-95 percentile 0.034-0.128). A high genetic distance was typically observed even within each MPS and year. The phylodynamic analysis showed a relevant number of between-MPS transmission events. Similarly, a major epidemiological linkage was found between farrowing and nursery and from nursery to finishing.

Discussion & Conclusion

The present study demonstrates the remarkable genetic variability of PRRSV in Italy, both globally and within MPS, suggesting an only partially controlled PRRSV circulation. The reinforcement of the biosecurity measures currently implemented (general farm biosecurity, but also transport biosecurity) could eventually help the reduction of between-MPS and between-production phases spread but the real importance of “PRRSV area-spread” (airborne?), still remains unknown.